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THE  proBIEM  AND  DEFINITlcINs  OF  TE"s  USED
Ever  since  the  inclusion of  physical  education  in  the
school  curriculum  there  have  been differences  of  opinion  as
to  the  relationship of  physical  fitness,  personality,  and
intelligence.    out  of  these differences  have  groom  many mis-
conceptions  concerning  the  effect  of  physical  education
activities on  the  personality  and  intelligence  of  an  indi-
vidual.    Many people  have  the  idea,  thaLt  only  the  intellectual
inferior  and  the maladjusted  individual  remain superior in
the  area of  physical  fitness,  while  others  believe  in  ptrysi-
cal  educaLtion  as  a  beneficial  influence  on  intelligence  and
personality.    tesults  of  studies  that  have  been made  do  not
substantiate  either  belief  consistently,  aLnd  no  study  haLs
previously been made  on  the  relationship  Of  all  three  f actors
on  the  elementary  school  1evel`
I.    "IE  PREIJn4
g£ ±E± Problem.    It  was  the  ptixpose  of  thisStatement  of  the
study  (1)  to  detemine  the  relationship of  physical  fitness
and intelligence;  (2)  to  detemine  the  relationship of  physi-
cal  fitness  and  personality;  and  (3)  to detemine  the  relation-
ship  of  intelligence  and  personality,  with  physical  fitness
being  held  constant,  of  elementary  school  girlst`.
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hiDortance  e£ ±E± g±±±£]L.    Intellectually  inferior
students  and maladjusted  individuals  have  long  been  associa.ted
with superior physical  fitness.    This  is  evidenced  by  the
belief  of  many individuals  that  the  typical  high  school  or
college  athlete  possesses  all  muscle  and no brain,  and  is
socially  accepted only because  of  his  athletic  ability.    Be-
cause  of  this  supposition many  believe  thaLt  physical  educati®
hhinders  intellectual  accoxplishment  and  personality develop-
ment.    If  these  criticisms  are  true,  if  the  intellectually
inferior  aLnd  the  maladjusted  individuals  are  the  more  physi-
cally f it,  then  some  revision needs  to  take  place  in  the  physi-
cal  education  progran  in  the  elementasy  grades.    If  these
criticisms  are not  true,  if  it  is  found  that  on the elemen-
tary  level  the  more  physicaLlly  f it  are  aLlso  the  most  intellec-
tua,lly  caLpat)1e  and  have  the  highest  level  of  personality  ad-
justment,  then  the  conclusion  that  physical  education  helps
in developing  intellectual  ability  and desirable  personality
traits  may  be  draLrm.    Such  a  conclusion would  jtistify more
extensive  requioenents  in physical  education  in both  the
elenentary  and  the  high  school  curriculum,  and  sta.tistical
data would  be  available  with which to  help  sell  the  physical
education pcogran  to  the  public  and  to  justify  physical  educa-
tion  as  a part  of  the  school  curriculum  on  all  levels  of  the
educational  1adderiJ
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11.     DEFINITIONS  OF  TE"S  USED
Affiliation. Affiliation is  used  in  this  study  to
denote  the  degree  of  association or  relationship  of  one  indi-
vidual  to  a group in  tens  of  social  or anti-social  behavior.
Anti-Social  tendencies. These  are .tendencies  charac-
teristic  of  the  anti-social  person who  endeavors  to  get  his
satisfactions  in ways  that  are  damaging  and  unfair  to  others.
Characteristic  of  these  tendencies  ace  bullying,  freqtient
quarreling,  disobedience.  and destructiveness  to property.1
Ap=at_b+.     defers  to  morbid  indifference,  a  condition
in which  zest  for life has  been  lost.2
ASC_e_ndap=E__S_.     A  ten  used  to  denote  the  personality
traLit  of  dorfuamce,  or  an individuals  ability  to  control  or
Coquand  most  situations.3
Ath|ete7. Any  student  who  has  been  on  an  interscholas-
tic  team  and has  qualif ied  for  an  award.4
Manual.:::::3mpfa¥:s¥e6fw3::3:n¥££€S:r2to¥rfuf:e¥:Stw6aE±:gs,st  of  Personality,  (Ios  Angeles:    Cali-
Bs3}.  p.  3.fornia  Test  Bureau,
2phi|ip I.  Harrinan
(New  York:    Philosophical
3foland  H.  Jones.
ii5E;ryTi5Z7
The  New  Dictiona.                        _         _                           _        ____                     _     _       _ 9£ Psychology
''A Comparison  of  the  Intelligence
so_eiefr.of  High  School  Athletes  With  Nob-Athletes'',
XXXXII '(September.   1935),   pp.   415-16.
4Charles  M.  Harsh  and  H.  Schrickel.
±=§ Assessment  (New  York
school at
Personalit
:    The  donald  Press '¥i#e±
4
Aiitonomy.     defers  to  the  quality  of  independence  and  is
used in  regard  to  personality characteristics.
Ca,1ifomia  Test of  Personality jg± 44.    A test  designed
_
to  identify  and  revea,1  the  status  of  certain highly  inportant
f actors  in  personality  and  social  adjustment  usually designated
as  intangibles'`.    The  test  detects  the  areas  and  specific  types
of  tendencies  to  think,  feel,  and  act which  reveal  undesirable
individual  adjustments.5
Cormndtv felations.    This  is  an  area  of  measurement  on
the CaliforniaL Test  of  Personality  and  refers  to  an  indivi-
duals  adjustment  in his  cormunity.6
Deference. This  te",  in  regard  to  personality  adjust-
ment,  refers  to  respectful  sutmission  or yielding,  as  to  another's
opinion,  wishes  or  judgment.7
Htroversiod. Pef ere  to  the  type  of  behavior charac-
terized  by  a channeling  of  energy  outward  towaad  people,  objects,
and  events  in  the  externaLl  iArorld.8
5Louis  P.  Thorpe,  Willis  W.  Clark,  and  Calmest  W.  Tiegs,
22.  S±-  P.  2.
6Thorpe,  Clarke,  and  Tiegs,  ep.  £±±.t  P.  4.
7Harsh  and  Schrickel,  ep.  £±±.,  p.  SOT.
8Thorpe,  Clark,   aJld  Tiegs®  g2.  S±±..  P.  4.
5
_F±fty kelations+.    This  is  an  area measured  on  the
California Test  of  Personality and  refers  to  the  relation-
ship  of  the  subject  t®  his  home.    The  individual who  eJthibits
desirable  fanily  relationships feels  that he  is  loved  and
veil  treated  at  hone,  and  has  a  sense  of  security  and  self-
respect  in cormection with  the  various  menbers  of  his  fanily.9
Feeling ef belonging.    An  area measueed  by  the Cali-
fomia Test  of  Personality which  includes measurement  of  the
degree  to  which  an  individual  feels  that  he  belongs  when he
enjoys  the  love  of  his  fanily,  the  well-wishes  ®f  good friends,
and  a cordiaLl  relationship with people  in general.L°
Feminity.    This  ten  refers  to  the degree  that  an
individual  possesses  those  characterics  tisually  ascribed  to
the  female  sera
Intelligence.    The quality,  exercise,  or prodqct  of
active  intellect;    the  capaLcity  to  lmow  ®1 understand;    the
ability  to  e3Beacise  the  higher mentaLl  functions  and  readi-
ness  of  comprehension.
Intelligence  quotient.    The  sum of  the  division of  the
9mid.
10mid.
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mental  age  by  the  chronological  a,ge  in  of}der  to  have  a  con-
venient  expression for the  ratio  of  intelligence  to  actual
age,11
Intelligence  E=s±.    An  item  or  series _of  items  designed
to  measure  the  higher intellectual  capa.cities  of  an  indivi-
dtlal+2
Introversion. The  type  of  behavior characterized  t}y  a
finding of  the  greatest  satisf actions  and  solution  to problems
in  a  self  creaLted  Stibjective  realm which  shuns  contact  with
the  external world.13
E±Z±± g£  Dcobabilitv.    The  degree  ®f  confidence  or
probability  in quazititative  tens which may  be  placed  in cer-
tain  inferences  dratm  f com  the  f acts  obtained  f ron  a  random
Sample.14
Masculinity.    This  ten  refers  to  the degree  that  an
individtial  possesses  those  characteristics  tisually  ascribed
to  the  male  se£
llHarriman.  JIB.  £±±..  P.  3.
12Ibid®
13Harsb  and  Schrickel,  gE.  £±±„  P.  307
14E.  F.  Lindquist.
(New  York:     Houghton  Mif£
A First €oufse  in  Statistics
55Ein-y--,---1-94z7, pp.     OE-07.
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Mental ±g±.    The  .ability  to  lean  as  readily  as  another
person  of  the  sane  or different  chronological  age;    the  chrono-
logical  age  to  which  the  score made  on  an  intelligence  test
correspordsL.
Nervous symptoms.    This  is  an  area measured  by  the
California Test  of  Personality  and  includes  measorement  of
the  degree  to which  an  individual  suffers  f ron  loss  of  aLppe-
tite,  eye  strain,  inability  to  sleep,  or a tendency  to be
Chronically  tired.15
Nbn-athlete.-I__       _        _   _  _    _ Any  student  who  has  not  been  on  an  inter-
scholastic  athletic  team.16
Personality.    This  is  an  inclusive  term designed  to
CharaLcterize  the  whole  person  in  action  in  the  social  setting.17
mysical Fitne§so Physical  fitness  is  a positive
quality possessed  to  some  degree  by  all  living  individuals`.
This  degree  may  be  interpreted  in  tens  of  the  individuaLls
capacity for perfomance  and  endurance  in physical  activities.18
15Thoxpe,  Clarts,  and  Tiegs,  ep.  £±±.i  p.  3.
16]ones,  op€.  cit.,  pp.15-16.
_L=_
17Thorpe.  Clark,  and  Tiegs®  g2.  g±±..  P.  4.
LBH.  Harrison Clarke,  JtoDlication  of
Health ± mysical
1953)  p.   55
Education  (New York:
Measurement  to
Prentice±Hall  Inc. ,
8
School relations.    This  is  an  a.tea measured  by  the Cali-
fomia Test  of  Personality  and  includes  measurement  of  the
degree  to which  an  individual  feels  that  his  teachers  like
him,  that  he  enjoys  being with  other  students,  and  that  he
finds  the  school work  adapted  to  his  level  of  interest  and
maturity.19
Self  reliance. This  is  an  aLrea  measured  by  the CaLli-
fomia  test  of  Persona,1ity.    An  individual  may be  said  to  be
self-reliant  when his  actions  indicate  that  he  can do  things
independently  of  others,  depend  upon  himself  in various  situa-
tions,  and direct  his  ohm  activities.20
Sense  of9E t}ersona| f I?eedom.    This  is  one  of  the  areas
measured  by  the Calif omia Test  of  Personality.    An  indivi-
dual  enjoys  a  sense  of  f reedom when he  is  pemitted  to have
a  reasonable  share  in  the  detefmination  of  his  conduct  and
in  Setting  his  own  goals.21
Sense  of9£ personal worth. An  individual  possesses  aL
sense  of  personal  worth  when he  feels  he  is  well  rega,eded  by
19"oxpe,  Clark,  and Tiegsi  g2.  £±±..  P.  4.
20Ibid;  p.  3,.
21mid.  p.  3.
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others,  when he  feels  that  others  have  f aith  in his  futtire
success,  and when he  believes  that  he  has  average  or better
than  average  ability.    This  area  is meastired  by  the Cali-
fornia Test  Of  personality+.22
Social  Skills. An  individual  is  said  to  be  socially
skillful when he  shows  a  liking  for people,  when  he  incon-
veniences  himself  to  be  of  assistance  to  them,  and when  he
is  diplomatic  in his dealings with both  friends  and  strangers.
This  area  is  measured  by  the  Califomia Test  of  Personality.23
Social  Standards. The  individual who  recognizes
desiraLt)1e  social  staiidaLrds  is  one  who  has  come  to  under-
stand  the  rights  of  others,  and  who  appreciates  the  neces-
sity  of  subordinating  certaLin desires  to  the  needs  of  the
group,24
The  t}rofile.    A graphical  illustration of  the  adjust-
ment,  both personal  and  social,  of  the  students  as  a class
in  tens  of  peacentile  ranks,  and  of  the  degree of  total
adjustrent  as  shown by  the California Best  of  Personality.
22Ibid.  p.  3.
23Ibid.  p.  3..
24Ibid.  p.  3.
10
Withdrawhg tendencies.   This  ten  refers  to  indivi-
duals who  substitute  the  joys  Of  a f antasy rorld  f or actual
successes  in  real  life.    These  individuals  are  usually  sen-
sitive,  lonely,  and  given  to  self-concern.25
25Th®rpe,  Cia,rk,  and  Tiegs.  op.  Cit.,  p.  3.
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EEVIEN  OF  "E  I,ITERATURE
There  is  no  infomation  availat)1e  to  the  writer concern-
ing  the  relationship of ptrysical  fitness,  a,s  this  ten is
strictly defined,  to  personality  and  intelligence.    Because
it  is  generally  assumed  that  one  must  possess  a, desiraLble
deg€ee  of  physica.1  fitness  in  oz)der  to  participate  vigor-
ously  and  skillfully in  athletic  events,  the  studies  reported
here  deal with the  relaLtionship  of  athletic  ability,  person-
ality,  and  intelligence.    mese  studies  have  been done  on
the  secondary  school  level  only,  and  are  concerned  with  the
relationship of  only  thro  of  these  factors with no multiple
correlations  having  been  done.    A summary  of  the  work  done
on  the  secondary  level  will  be  given  here  on  the  assumption
thaLt  this  work will  justify  similar studies  on the  elementary
school  level.
I.     LITERATURE  COREEENIRE  "E  REATIONSHIP
OF  Armmlc  AI3ILlur  AND  pERsONALITy
In  1942  Sperling,  using  435  subjects,  made  a  sttidy  of
the  relationship  of  personality  adjustment  and  athletic
ability.    He  measured  personality  adjustment  by:    The  Human
Inventory,  The  Introversion-E]rfroversion  Scale ,  The  Ascendance-
Sutmission  Peaiction  Scale,  a Social §±!±§Z by  M.  Haxper,   and
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of  ValuesH EEH EH E Wallcort ±and  Vernon.    Achievement  in
physical  education  activities  was  measured  by  a differentiation
with  respect  to  athletic  achievements    namely,  varsity  athletes,
intramural  athletes,  and  non-athletes.    Subjects  who  did  not
participate  in  either varsity or intranural  athletic  events
were  claLssified  aLs  nan-athletes.    Coefficients  of  inter-
correlation  were  obtaLined  between  the  scales  used  for  the
measurement  of  personality  traits.    Sperling  found  statis-
tically  reliable  differences  in  the  personality patterns  of
the  varsity  and  intranural  groups  as distinguished  f ron  the
non-athlete  group.    In  personality  adjustment  scores  and  as-
cendance  and  estz]oversion,  the  varsity  and  intramural  group
proved  to  be  superior  to  the  non-a,thlete  group.    The  non-
athlete  group  was  found  to  be  more  liberaL1-minded  than  the
tlro  aLthlete  groups.    The  varsity  and  intramLral  groups  were
found  to  be more  signif icantly motivated  by  a  desire  for
power,  and  to  a  lesser extent  by  a  social  love  of  people.
The  non-athlete  group was  found  to  be  more  aesthetic  and
theoretically minded.    The  greater  the  athletic  experience,
the  more  favorable  the  adjustment  score,  and  the  more  this
score was  ascendant  and  extroverted.    Sperling  concluded
that  this  study  shows  that  a more  socially desira,ble  degree
of  personality  development  accompanies  a  greater  degree  of
experience  in  aLthletic  activities,  and  that  athletic
13
experience  is  desirable  for maximiim  personality  development.26
Flanagan made  a  similar  study  with  the  purpose  of  Con-
paring  the  personality  traits  of  fencers  and  other physical
activity groups.    A personality  inventory,  consisting  of
items  measuring  ascendance-submission,  masculinity-feminity,
eat reversion-introversion,  and  emotional  stability-emotional-
instability,  was  given  to  221  students  taking  activity  cotirses
in  fencing,  badminton,  basketbaLll,  volleyball,  boxing,  and
swimming.    Flanagan  found  that  fencers  were  more  ascendant
than basketball  players,  volleyball  players,  and  boxers,
that  fencers  were more  feminine  than  basketball  players  a,t
the  three  percent  level  of  probabilityi  that  badminton
players  were  more  extroverted  than volleyball  players  at
the  two-peacent  level  of  probability.  and  that volleyball
players  were more  emotionally  unstaLble  than  baLsketball  players
at  the  two  percent  level  of  probability.27
Thune  made  a  study  on  the  personality  of weightlif ters.
He  administered  a.  personality  inventory  to  one  htmdred  YREA
male  weightlifters  and  to  one  hundred  otherYM€A male  athletes
who were` Don-weightlifters.    Statistically  significant
26Abrahan  p.  Spelling,  ''The  relationship  Between  Per-
sonality  Adjustment  and  Achievement  in  Physical  Education
Activities„,
363,
research Quacterly,  XIII  (October,  1942),  pp.  351-
Traits::J3=c::sF£|¥£goifie:Thfys¥::±£&:S±S!t;fG:::S:8:[±ty
Quarterly  XIV  (Septenber,1945),  pp.  261-269.research
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differences  were  found  between  the weightlif ters  and  the  con-
trols  in  the  cata.gories  of  present  health,  self-confidence,
and  manly-individuality.    Objectively,  according  to Thtme.  the
study  showed  that  training  with weights  appeals  to  a group  that
differs  in  interests,  attitudes,  a,nd  personality  fron  the  rest
of  the  active  YREA membership.    Specif ically  it  was  fotind  that
menbers  of  the  weightlifting  group  felt more  strongly  than
did  the  controls  that  their health had  improved,  that  they
were  shy  and  lacked  self-confidence,  and  that  they did  not
obtain  satisf action  through  participating  at  a  loss  in  the
more  traditional  physical  education  activities.    They were
motivated  by  a  desire  for dominance.28
Biddulph  perfomed  a  study with  the  purpose  of  deter-
mining  the  personal  and  social  adjustment  of  high  school  boys
of  low  athletic  achievement  as  compared  with  the  adjustment
of  boys  of  high  athletic  achievement'.    461  sophomore  and
junior  boys,  free  from  physical  and  exceptional  influences,
such  as  broken  homes  and  alcoholic  parents,  were  tised  as  sub-
jects.    The Califomia Classification  Plan was  used  to  clas-
sify  subjects  for measurement  in  the  selected  tests,  and  the
boys  were  measured  in  tens  of  athletic  achievement  and  per-
sonal  and  social  adjustment.    A comparison  of  means  and
28john  8.  Thane,  '.Personality  of  Weightlifters,"
research Quarterly,    XX((cetober,1949),  pp.  296-306.
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standard  devia,tions  of  the  two  groups  was  made  using  the  criti-
cal  ratio  technique.    Biddulph  found  that  those  ranking  high
in  athletic  achievement  demonstrated  a  significantly  grea.ter
degree  of  personal  and  social  adjustment  than did  those  rank-
ing  low in  athletic  achievement.    In  view of  this  Biddtilph
contends  that  greater  emphasis  be  placed  on  intramural  activi-
ties  rather  than on interscholastic  activities which neglect
the majority  of  boys.29                                                '
2.     I,ITERAnyRE  CONCEENING  THE   RELATIONSHlp  OF  ATELETlc
ABILITY  AND  INIELLIGEREE
Davis  perfomed  a.  study  to  detemine  the  relationship
between  athletic  ability  and  scnoalarship.    He  found  that  the
Don-a,thlete,  anong  the  group  studied,  did better  in  school
work  tha,n  did  the  aLthlete,  that  the  athlete  usually  graduated
with his  class,  and  that  chances were  greater that  the  a,thlete
would  not  drop  out  of  school.    Students  classified  as  non-
athletes  were  those  who  did  not  participa,te  in  any  athletic
events.30
Di  GiovannaL  maide  a  study  of  the  relationship  of  intelli-
gence  and  a.thletic  ability  of  college  mea.    295  subjects  were
29Lonel|  G.  Biddulph,  t'Athletic  Achievement  and  the
Personal  and  Social  Adjustment  of  High  School  Boys,f'
Quarterly;  3exv  (July,1954),  pp.1-7.
Peseaach
30Edward C.  I}avis  and  John  A.  Cooper,  ''Athletic  Ability
and  Scholarship,"
pp.  68-76.
teseaacn Quarterly,  V  (december,  1934),
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used.    Intelligence  was  meaLsured  by  the  Otis  Self  Administering
Test  of  Mental  Ability.    Di  Giovanna found  no definite  correla-
tion  between  intelligence  and  athletic  ability.31
A  study  by  HaLckensmith  and  Miller was  made  with  the
purpose  of  finding  if  rela,tionship  exists  between  academic
grades  and  intelligence  scores  of  participants  and  nob-partici-
pants  in  intranuraLl  athletics.    They  found  that,  over  a foor-
year period  of  college,  participants were  significantly higher
both  in grades  and  in  intelligence  scores.    They  also  found
that  the  grades  of  the  participating  f reshmen were  not  lower
than  the  grades  of  the  non-participating  freshmen.32
Diller made  a  comparison  of  test  perfomances  of  male
and  female  juvenile  delingtients.    Eighty  female  and  eighty-
seven male  subjects,  matched  for  age,  grade  placement,  and
global  intelligence  quotients  on  the  Wechsler-Bellevtie  Adult
Intelligence  Scale  and  the  Wide  Range  Achievement  Test  mere
used.    Diller  found  that  the  boys  and  girls  were  endowed  with
the  sane  degree  of  potential  intelligence,  that  the  boys  re-
vea.led  a  strong  tendency  for superiority  in  the  sphere  of
31vincent  G.  I)i  Giovanna,  ..A Comparison  of  the  Intelli-
gence  and  Athletic  Ability  of College  Men,"
VIII  (cetober,  1937),  pp.  96-104.
of  Kentucfty."
keseaach Quarterly,
3a=.  W.  Haclensmith  and  L.  Miller,  ''A Comparison  of  the
Acaidemic  Grades  and  Intelligence  Scores  of  Participants  and
Non  Participants  in  Intramural  Athletics  at  the  University
Peseaach Quarterly,   IX  (March,  1938),  pp.  94-99.
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reality  contact,  that  the  boys  aLnd  girls  were  low  on notiva-
tional  cluster,  and  that  the  boys  and  girls  were mildly  inade-
quate  in  the  psychomotor  area  of  function. 33
Seegers  and  Postpichal  did  a  study  on  the  relationship
of  intelligence  and  certain  aspects  of  physicaLl  ability.
656  boys  were  used  as  subjects.    A mental  score  was  attained
for  each  subject,  and  each  subject  was  given  athletic  tests
by  the  physical  education  teacher  in  vaLrious  items  which  re-
veal  physical  f itness.    These  athletic  tests  were  repeated
af ter  an  interval  of  one month.    Correlations  for  both  sets
of  scores  for  each  event  were  made,  and  subjects  were  grouped
chronologically  at  step  intervals  of  one  yea£.    Intelligence
and  athletic  ability were  calculated  separately  for each  age
group.    Calculations  included  correlations  between  intelli-
gence  scores  and  scores  in  each  event  for  each  age  level.
Seegers  and  Postpichal  found  that  correlations  between  intelli-
gence  scores  and  athletic  events  were  positive  but  low.
Intelligence  correlations were  higher f or more  complicated
athletic  events,  and  the  brighter boys  tended  to make  better
§Cores'.34
33juliet C.  Diller,  ..A Comparison  of  the  Test  Perfom-
ances  of  Male  and  Female  Juvenile  Delinquents,"
Genetic  Psychology,  LXXXVI  (March-June,   1955) ,
ourmal  of
|nte].ii::±€ecin§e€g:::inanfe::c::S:g±3E;:ic':Lfe|g:i::y¥,been
ouchal  of  Educational  Research
pp,1
.     XXX  (cetober,1936),
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Jones made  a  study  to  find  if  tbe  intelligence  of  high
school  athletes  is  greater  than  that  of  non-athletes.    He
classified  an  athlete  a.s  any  student  who  had  been  on  an  inter-
scholastic  athletic  team  and  had  qualified  for  an  award.    All
other  students were  classif led  as  non-athletes.    Intelligence
waLs  measured  by  the  Illinois  General  intelligence  Scale.
Thirty-one  subjects  were  studied.    Intelligence  Quotients
were  calculated  and  recorded  on  individual  record  cards.    A
list  of  athletes was  obtained  f ron  the  office  of  the  athletic
director.    A conparison  of  the  Intelligence  Quotients  of  the
non-athletes  with  the  mtelligence Quotients  of  the  athletes
revealed  that  a  smaller per cent  of  the  athletes  had  an
Intelligence  Quotient  below ninety.    Jones  found  the  curve
of  the  athletes higher  than  that  of  the  nob-athletes  in  the
Intelligence  Quotient  range  of  fron ninety  to  120  except  at
the  intelligence  Quotient  point  of  105.    There was  no differ-
ence  in  the  htelligence Quotients  of  the  athletes  and  the
non  athletes  between  the  range  of  120  and  145.    Jones  con-
cluded  that  high  school  athletes  are  more  intelligent  than
non-athletes,  that  a  smaller per cent  of  athletes  than non-
athletes  is  in  the  lower  Intelligence  Quotient  level,  and
that  a  larger per cent  of  athletes  than non-athletes  are  in
nomal  and  superior  groups  of  intelligence.35]ones  further
concluded  that  participation  in  athletic  events  is  conducive
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to  intellectua,1  stimulation.35
3.     I,ITERATURE  0N  "H  RELATIONSHIP  OF  PERSONALITY
JIND  INTELLIGREE
Stone  aLnd  Ganung  performed  a  study  to  detemine  the
relationship  of  scholastic  achievement  and  personality.
Personality was  measured  by  the  Minnesota Multiphasic  Per-
sonality  Inventory.    126  female  students  were  used  as  sub-
jects-.    Stone  and Ganung  desired  to  determine  if  differences
in  success  for  four  years  of  college  could  be  f ound  between
those  who  had  "high"  scores  on  the  Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality  Inventory  and  those  whose  scores  were  nomal.
They  found  that  over  the  four yea,I  experience  those  girls
who  scored  "high"  (  I of  70  or  above  )  on  one  or more  scales
of  the  Minnesota MultiphaLsic  Personality  Inventory  received
a lower grade  point  average  than  did  those  who  were  nomal.
More  of  the  ''nomal"  group  graduated  as  compared  with  the
tlhigh. ,,36
Pearson  and  Amacher  perfomed  a  study  to  determine  the
relationship  of  the  intelligence  and  personality of  3594
3L5to|and  H.  Jones,  ''A Comparison  of  the  Intelligence
of  High  School  Athletes  With  Nan-Athletes,"
XXXXII  (September,   1935),  pp.   415-416.
School and  Society,
==__
36David  R.  Stone  and  George   R.  Ganung,     ''A  Study  of
:£:°k?#::o€:hi:I::;£:sL¥L;::8o::1::;S:::::=grya:„Mfi;;;;=£¥
I  (cetober.1956),  pp.  155-156Educationa.1  feseaech
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unwed  mothers  in  Minnesota.    The  average  Intelligence  Quotient
of  these  subjects  was  loo.19  and  the  standard  deviation was
18.36.    Personality  or  behavior  disorder iAras  pz]esent  in  27.24%
of  the  Cases,  and  prevalent  in  those  of  lo`ar  intelligence.37
Light foot made  a  study  of  persona.1ity  characteristics
of  bright  and  dull  children.    His  purpose  wa,s  to  determine
if  personality differences  exist  between gifted  and  dtill
children.    104  children,  for whoa  complete  records  mere  avail-
able.  were  the  subjects  of  this  study.    The  group  was  composed
of  forty-eight  bright  children  and  f if ty-six  relatively dull
children  ranging  in  age  f romc ten years  to  thirteen  yeafs.
The  bright  children  ranged  in  Intelligence  Quotients  f ron
130  to  200  as  measured  by  the  Stanf ord-Binet  Intelligence
Test,  and  the  dull  children  rahged  in  mtelligence  Quotients
fran  68  to  104  as  measured  by  the  same  test.    "renty  variables
of  personality  selected  f ron  the  Harvard  Psychological  Study,
Explorations  in  Personality,  mere  utilized  as  the  frameworlc  of__
this  irvestigatiori.    Two  judges who  had  never  seen  the  subjects
w+me.re  employed  to  consider  all  of  the  data  and  to  render  judg-
ment  in  regard  to  each  variaLbleJ    Light foot  found  that  sig-
nificant  cliff erences  existed  between  the  bright  and dull
37]ohn  S.  Pearson  and  Phyllis  I.  Anacher,  "Intelligence
Test  results  and  Observations  of  Personality  Disorders  Among
35g:ho¥#,ife#:=(j±nan#¥:S:;;6;,gg:±=±±g£
Clinical
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children on  the  various  personality  traits  measured.    Va,riaLbles
on which  the  ratings  were  significantly  f aLvorable  to  the
bright  group  were:    Achievement  Affiliation,  Autonomy,  Cog-
niza,nee,  Creativity,  Dominenee,  Appearance,  Protectiveness,
fecognition,  Play.  Aggression,  Exhibition.  Einotionality,  and
Placidity.    Variables  for which  there were  ratings with  sig-
nificant  differences  in  the  direction  of  the  dull  group weres
Dependence,  Seclusion,  Defendance,  Deference,  PlaLcidity.  and
rejection.    The  bright  grotip was  found  to  be  better  adjusted.38
14cHwee  made  a  conparison  of  the  personality  traits  of
300  normal  and  intellectually  retarded  children.    The  children
were  rated  by  teachers  on fourteen  characteristics.    The
nodal  children,  it was  found,  possessed  a greater degree  of
desira,ble  traits  than did  the  retarded  children.39
Laycock  compared  a group  of  fifty-one  intellectually
superior  school  children with  an  equa,1  group  of  inferior
children.    Ratings  for  each  child  were  secured  f com  two
successive  teachers  on  a  list  of  102  personality  traits
indicative  of  maladjustment.    The  inferior group was  found
38Georgia  F.  Lightfoo#.#c# Dull Children €hewE€€%-a_:_1_±#_ ChaLracteristicsUniversity,  1951).  pp.  101-105
Traits ::E3o8. A¥:#¥::te:t £=:f±::: °£ t:¥3e:e6£::::::?«
JO_u_p_a_1  £ Education  Pesearch XXVI  (1932),   pp.   31-34.
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to  possess  signif icantly higher  ratings  on eighty-four  of  the
102  items.    The  superior  group  received  higher  ratings  by  the
teachers  on  deference  only.40
Ferguson  and  Kennedy made  a  study  of  the  relationship
of  intelligence  and  personality.    They  found  that  extremes  of
intelligence  did  not  appear  to  t}e  associated  with cliff erences
in  degree  of  emotional  stability.    They  also  found  that  stu-
dents  who  are  superior  in  intelligence  are  more  self -suff icient
and  independent  than  nomal  students  and  that  Students  with
low intelligence  test  scores  and  very  imf erior  academic  records
are  more  dominant  in  social  t)ehavior  and  more  self-conf ident
than  the  mentally  superior.41
MCGehee  and  Louis  compared  certain  personality  charac-
teristics  of  mentaLlly  superior  and  mentally  retarded  children
as  measured  by  the  Kuhlmann-Anderson  test.    They  found  that
more  desirable  personalities  are  found  anong  the  mentally
Superior.42
40S.   R.  Layc®ck,  "Adjustment  of  Superior  and  Inferior
Psychology,   IV  (1933),School  Children,f'  Joumal e±
pp.   353-366.
Social
41L.  W.  Ferguson  and  T.  I.. Kennedy,  "Intelligence
Level  and  Personality,"  J_o_u_rp_a_1  g£
(1936) ,   &`jp.   301-308.
Social psvchologr,  VII
42Willian  MCGehee  and  Drayton  touis,   ''A Comparisofl  of
Certain  Personality Characteristics  of  Mentally  Superior  andM#a{£gr±¥:a:g:2,:h5::I:36:,6#of  Educa.tion  Pesearc
___     _       __               __    __   _
CHARTER  Ill
PREEDURE
Subjects  Used  and  keasons  for  Selection
twenty-eight  girls  of  the  seventh  grade  of  the  Boone
Elementary  School  were  selected  as  subjects  for  this  study.
This  particular  group  was  chosen  because  (1)  the  group  iras
enrolled  at  the  school  at which  the  writer  taught,  and  were
subsequently  easily  available  for  testingi  (2)  the  group was
approaching  the  Junior High  level  of  education;  (3)  the
writer waLs  interested  in  the  results  of  this  study  in  regard
to  upper  elementary  school  age  girls;  and  (4)  the  writer,
having  taught  these  students  in  physical  education  for  the
year 1957-1958,  was  interested  in  their  individual  scores  on
the  various  tests  given..
reasons  for Selection  of  Tests  Used
The  Kuhlmam-Finch  Intelligence  Test  was  selected  for
administration because  of  its  reliability  rating  of  f ron  .918
to  .933  on  total  test  scores  as  based  on  the  split  half  method
and  corrected  by  the  Speaman  Brown  Formula.
"e Califomia Test  of  Personality was  selected for
administration because  of  its  reliability  raLting  of  .98  for
the  entire  test  and  because  all  subtests  are  above  .82  ranging
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to  .98  in  reliability  as  computed  with  the  Ruder-Hchardson
Formtila.
In  searching  f or  a physical  fitness  test  for elemen-
tary  school  children the  writer found  that,  while  there  are
a  few  tests  of  this  nature  for  elementary  school  age  levels,
none  had  been  validated.    Consequently  the  Women's  deserve
United  States  Naval  deserve  Physical  Fitness  Test  was  selected.
This  test  was  selected  because  the  testing  items  are  such  that
they  can  be  applied  to  any  age  level,  it  is  convenient  to  admin-
ister,  and  it  can  be  given  in  a.  regular class  period.
Description  of  the  Women's  Reserve  united  States
Naval  Reserve  mysical  Fitness  Test
This  test  includes  four  items  for  the  testing  of  phy-
sical  fitness.    These  items  with description  are  as  follous3
(1)  Straddle  Pull  Ups
(2)  Dips
(3)  Squats
(4)  Sit  Ups
The  partner  stands  astride  the
subject  and  the  subject  pulls
up until  her chest  contacts  the
inside  of  the  partners  thighs.
The  subject  lowers  the  body  in  a
straight  line  f ron  the  head  to
the  lmee  and  touches  the  chest
to  the floor.
The  subject  goes  down  and  touches
the  buttocks  to  the  heels,
thrusting  the  arms  forward  a,t
the  sane  time.
The  subject  places  the  hands  be-
hind  the  head  while  lying  in  a
supine  position,  sits  up  and
±e°pegpepsos.St=e°£"E2es?tfndeLpe°¥ut=s
to  positiori..
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All  items  on the  physical  fitness  test  are  repeated  as  many
times  as  possible.
Method  of  Validation  of  Physical  Fitness  Test
The  Women's  reserve  Uflited  States  Naval  deserve  Physi-
cal  Fitness  Test  was  sutmitted  for validation  to  a  jury  of
experts  in  the  field  of  tests  and measurements  in  ptrysical
education.    me  jury  consisted  of  Dr.   RIchard  Tews,  Mr.   Roger
Thomas,  and  Mr.  Francis  Hoover,  all  of  the  Appalachian  State
Teachers  College  Department  of  mysical  Educatioh.    The  jury
concluded  that  aLll  of  the  items  contained  in  the  test  were
highly desirable,  and  that  the  entire  test  was  desirable  as
a measurement  of  ptrysical  f itness  on  the  elementary  school
level,   ,
Administration  of  Tests
On  March  25,1958.   at  9=00  A.M.   the  Kuhlman-Finch
Intelligence  Test  was  given  to  sixteen  of  the  twenty-eight
selected  seventh  graders,  and  at  1:00  P.M.  on  the  same  date
to  the  remaining  twelve  students.    en March  26,  1958,  at  9:00
A.M.  the Califomia Test  of  Personality was  given  to  all
subjects,  aLnd  on  March  27  the  physical  fitness  Test  was  given
at  11:35  A.M.
LIBRARY
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Treatment  of  DataL  Concerning  Intelligence
Individtial  tests  irere  scored  and  an  intelligence  rating
obtained  for  each  subject.    These  test  scores  were  arranged
in  a f requency  interval  column  for purposes  of  correlation.
Treatment  of  Data. Concerning  Personality
The  Subtests  of  the  Calif orniaL Test  of  Personality  were
scored  for  the  class  as  a whole,  and  a,  total  score  for  the
entire  class  on  the  total  test  obtained.    A class  prof ile  was
constructed  to  show  adjustment  in  specif ic  areas  and  totaLl
adjustment  of  the  group  as  a  class.    Data  necessary  for con-
struction of  such  a profile  was  obtained  by  adding  all  indivi-
dual  scores  on  each  subtest,  by  adding  all  total  scores  on
personal  and  social  adjustment,  and  by  adding  each  individual
total  personality  score  and  dividing  by  the  number.    A table
included  with  the  tests  was  used  to  assign  percentile  scores
to  each  class  score.    This  profile  is  shorn  in  Figure  1.    An
individual  profile  sheet  was  computed  for  each  subject.    This
profile  sheet  shows  the  students  personal  and  social  aLdjustment.
Scores  which  students  made  on  each  sut>test  were  set  up  in
f requency  intervals.
a.    Treatment  of  I)ata Concerning  Personal  Adjustment
Students  scoring  below  the  twentieth  percentile  and
above  the  eightieth  percentile  in  personal  adjustment  in  any
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sot)test  and  in  any  number  of  subtests,  as  shown  on  the  indi-
vidual  profile  sheets,  were  isolated  for purposes  of  comparison.
Those  scoring  below  the  twentieth  percentile  were  divided  into
three  categories:    those  scoring  below  on  only  one  subtest,
those  scoring  below  on  f ron  three  to  five  subtests,  and  those
scoring  below  on  f ron  one  to  twelve  subtests.    Students  scoring
above  the  eightieth  percentile  were  divided  into  four  cate-
gories:    those  scoring  above  on  only  one  subtest,  those  scoring
above  on  two  or  three  subtests,  those  scoring  above  on  more
than  three  subtests,  and  those  scoring  a,bove  on  from  one  to
twelve  subtests.
b.    Treatment  of  DataL  Concerning  Social  Adjustment
Students  scoring  below  the  twentieth  percentile  on
one  or more  subtests  and  above  the  eightieth  percentile  in  one
area  only  in  the  social  adjustment  section  of  the  personality
test  were  categorized.
Treatment  of  Physical  Fitness  Data
The  physical  f itness  tests were  scored  and  the  results
tabulated.    The  mean  and  standard  devia.tion  were  computed  for
each  item  of  the  physical  fitness  test,  as  shorn  in  Table  I.
Each  individual  score  on  each  of  the  f our  items  in  the  physi-
ca,1  fitness  test  was  converted  to  a  'T''  score  value,  and  a
total  ''T''  score  value  obtained  for  each  individual  f or  the
Self  Pelianc
Sense  of
Personal
Worth
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Freedom
Feeling  of
Belonging
Withdrawing
Tendencies
Nervous
Symptoms
TorEL  (A-F)
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Standards
a.  Social  Skill
.  frlti  Social
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E.  School
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F.  Conmunity
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test.    ''T''  score  conversion Tables  11,   Ill,   IV,  and  V  give  the
raw  score  value  aLnd  the  ''T"  score  value  for  each  of  the  items
of  the  physical  fitness  test.    Actual  conversion  of  raw
scores  into  'T"  scores  is  given  in  Tat}1e  VI.
:            Ptrysical  fitness  scores  of  students  scoring  below  the
twentieth percentile  and  above  the  eightieth  petoentile  in
any  subtest  and  in  any  number  of  subtests  in personal  adjust-
ment  were  isolated  for purposes  of  comparison.
Physical  fitness  scores  of  students  scoring  below the
twentieth  percentile  on  one  or more  subtests  and  above  the
eightieth  percentile  in  one  area  only  in  social  adjustment
were  a,1so  isolated  f or purposes  of  comparison.    Student  scores
made  on  the  physical  fitness  test  were  set  up  in  f requency
intervals.    Individual  results  on  the  personality,  intelligence,
and  physical  fitness  tests  are  given  in Table  VII.    The
total  personal  adjustment  score  and  the  physical  f itness
score  for  eaLch  student  in  each  personaLl  adjustment  category
were  tabulated,  and  an  average  score  for  personal  adjustment
a.nd  physical  fitness  obtained  for  each  category,  as  shonm  in
Table  VIII.    Personal  adjustment  average  scores  and  physical
fitness  average  scores  of  students  scoring  below  the  twentieth
percentile  in  ea,ch  category  were  compared  with  those  of
students  scoring  above  the  eightieth percentile  in  a  corres-
ponding  category.    A table  of  differences,  as  given  in  Table
IX was  constructed  to  show  the  amount  of  difference  and  its
consistency  or  inconsistency  in  all  categories.
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TJnel,E  I
REENs  END  sTiENDAro  DEvlATICiNs
OF  PHYSIcjEL  FI"ESS
msT cOMpcINENIs
Mean  Sta88S.r
Straddle  Pull  Ups 18.43 7.32
Sit  Ups 17..47 15.15
Squats 48.97 22'_.88
Dips 16 81.89
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TABLE   11
I  SCORES   FOR  SIT  UPS
S65fe    Sc6re       S65'fe    Sc6re  S66fe    Sc6re    S€6£e    Scare
1 39 18 50,.-5 35 6i`'5 i,-I 73
2 4n 10 51 36 62 53 I      _73_-.5
3 40.5 20 52 37 63 54 74
4 41 21 52'.5 38 63.5 i< 75
5 42 22 53 39 64 56 7S_.s
. 42-.5 23 54 4n 65 57 76
7 43 24 54..5 41__ 65._5__+_ 58 __ .J|_ ___
8 44 25 55 42 66 • -i
9 44i-5 • 5§.5 43 67 60 78
45 27 • ^JJ_   _ fR`_._5_ 70
11 46 28 5lrl__    ___    - .     .4_5_. 6a__ _        fl,- 79`._5-_
_12 4rf.5 29 51-S 46 69 63 :,
13 . .  .A:P _ _ 3n 58 47 69`.5 64 81
14 48 31 59 48 70 • 81-5
15 48.5 32 • 40 71 __66_ __   82   ___
16 do 33 .' 50 71.5 67 83
17 34 61 51 72 •€ 83'+5
69 84
I 185
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TABLE  Ill
T  scOREs   FOR  STRADDLE  ptn;L  ups
8
9
14
15
17
31
TABLE   IV
T  SCORES   FOR  SQUATS
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TABLE  V
I  SCORES   FGR  DIPS
SaE'£e           T  Score                                     Sco±e           T  Score
4 37 24 •
5 38 25 60
6 39 26 61
7 40 27 62
8 41 28 64
9 42 29 65
10 43 30 66
11 44 31 ___`__6r'
12 45 32 68
13 47 33 60
14 48 34 70    _    ___    ___
15 40 35 71
1,6 50 36 73
17 51 37 74
18 52 38 75
19 53 39 76
20 54 40 77
21 56
22 57
23 58
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TABLE  VI
RAW   SCORE  CONVERSION   INTO  T   `ScOR3S
wl"  TorAL  T  Score  VAI,uE
Straddle
33
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TABLE  VII
TEST   RESULTS
96
70
77
61
60
76
67
56
162
147
117
159
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TABL.E  VIII
STUDENT  scorns  AND  Av±RAGE  STUDENT  scOREs  ON  pErsoNAI  ADjus"ENT
AND  pHyslcAI  FITNEss  FOR  "osE  `scORI,NG  BELOw  "E  2OTH  END  ABevE
THE  80".   PEREBNIILE  ON  PERSONAL  ADjus"ENT  AREAS
Students  Scoring  Below  the  i
2oth.   per.  Lin  cine  Area
Student  1 68 159
Student  2 61
Student  3 60 192
___Student   4 70 191_
Student  5 £a 195
age  Scores 63 log . 4 _-
+                Students  Scoring  Above
The  80th.  Per.  in  the  Area
tudents  Scoring  Over  the  80th.  Per.
Students  Scoring  Below  the  Twenti`et
f>rr®t.+ilo   r`rl   F nm  3  to  5  Areas
Student  1 49 162
Student  2 45 160
Student  3 41 173
`           .   -.           I 5? ..
A`ra-a®o  Scores 47 172.75
Students  Scoring  Above  the  80th`.
Percentile  in  More  Than  3  Areas
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TABI,E  VIII  (continued)
Total  Students  Scoring  Below              Total  Students  Scoring  Above
The  20th.  Percentile
E£I_. _ _ _  g_!!S:?sat
Student  1
_ ___ ,, -53
196
Student  2 61 170
_  Student  3 40 •
Student  4 41 173
.___Lst_udent   5 68 159
I-I. 56 195
Student  7 60 192
Student  8 70 191
Student  9 45 160
i-,.-.- 5.89 177.55
The  80th.  Percentile
_ _ , _ -- __1_ifei:Fitness..
_S_t_udent  1 84 I     190       __
Student  2 •17`       `
``.`
Student   3_ 73 22Z
.a+,Idotl+   4 68 159__    ___
__js_tudent   5 81 180   ___  I
Student  6 ft7 •.
st'|den+  7 73 •
.f±+Iiirian+  -ft- hj2_     ___ .¢1
Student  0 83 .58
.€+,1dpr,I   ln 76 177
Student  11 i, .53
..-I 75 1_9_i __
Student  13- jtl 1 fl _i----S-i--udent   14 _
78 •
dent  15 76 253_  ___   __      _
st-ri-deri-t   16 73
-r6a__
_   _Student   17 _Glrl 177
Average  Scores 77.65 2ffrl
TABLE   IX
TABLE   OF  DIFFE.REREES  BETWEEN  S"DENTS   SCORING   BELC"  THE
TWRTIE"  PEREENTILE  JIND  "OSE  SCORING  ABOVE
"E  EIGFTIETH  PEREENIILE
IN  pErsoNAL  ADTuSTMENT
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Physical  fitness  and  social  adjustment  scores  of  those
scoring  below  ttie  twentieth  percentile  on  one  or more  subtests
in  the  area  of  social  adjustment  were  averaged,  and  physical
fitness  and  social  adjustment  scores  of  those  scoring  above
the  eightieth  percentile  on  one  area  only were  averaged.
These  a.verages  are  given  in  Table  X.    These  two  ca,tegories
were  compared  and  a  table  of  differences  constructed.    These
differences  are  given  in  Table  XI.
Average  scores  on  the  total  test  of  personality  and  on
the  physical  f itness  test  of  students  scoring  below  the  twen-
tieth  and  above  the  eightieth  percentiles  on  any  subtest  in
the  total  test  were  computed  as  shown  in  Table  XIV.    Table  XII
gives  the  amount  of  difference  between  these  two  comparison
groups.
The  scot?es  which  students  made  on  each  subtest  of  the
California Test  of  Personality,  on  the  entire Califomia Test
of  Personality,  on  the  Kuhlmann-Finch  Intelligence  Test,  and
on  the  PhysicaLI  Fitness  Test  were  set  up  in  f requency  inter-
vaLls ,
Coeff icients  of  correlation  were  obtained  between  intelli-
gence  and  personality,  intelligence  and  physical  fitness,  per-
sonality  and  physical  fitness,  intelligence  and  personal
adjustment,  intelligence  and  social  adjustment,  physical
fitness  and  personal  adjustment,  physical  fitness  and  social
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TJH3LB  X
STUDENT  scOREs  AND  AVE-RAGE  STUDENT  scOREs   ON  scelAI  ADjus"ENT
AND  pH¥slcAI  FITNEss  FOR  THcrsE  seoRIRE   BELcw  "E  TWENTI,ETH
AND  ABOVE  THE  EIGHTIEITI   PEREENTILES   IN  AREAS   OF
sce IjEL  ADjusTMENT
Students  Scoring  Below  the  Twentieth  Percentile
In  tine  or  More  Than  One  Area
`J-'
41__ __S_tudent         1 173
.q+ iiden 1_         ?.,-€',_. 40_ 1^®
53 10fl
Lq+iiHon+_~.      A 45 160
Total   ScfireLq 47 17,`'-7i     _
Students  Scoring  Above  the  Eightieth  Percentile
In  tine  Area  Only
TABI,E  XI
TABI,E  OF  DIFFEREREEs  BETWEEN  s"D.RTs   seoRING
B.BLOW  THE  TWENTIE"  PEREENTILE  JIND  "OSE
SCORTNG  jasov.E  THE  EIGHI`IjT3Ti[  PEREENTELE
IN  scelAL  anTuSTMENT
S9C..     gpy.
TABLE  XII
TABLE   OF   DIFFERENIES   BETWEEN  STUI)ENTS   SCORING
BELCW  ThE  TWENIIE"  PEREENTILE  AND  HOSE
SCORING  ABOVE  THE  EIGHTIE"  PEREENTILE
IN  TOTAL  ADJUSTMENT
Total
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TABLE  XIV 41
SCORES  END  AVERAGES   OF   SCORES   FOR  STUDENTS   SCORING   BELOW  "E
TWENTIETH  PEFCENTII,E  AND  ABOVE  "E  F-IGIITIE"  PEREENTILE
IN  ONE  OR MORE  AREAs  oF  TorAL  ADjus"ENT
Below  the  20thr. Above  the  80th.
Per.  inAdapy  AreaF±t.
istudent  1 il57 191
Student  2
EL____151_    ___ _2_;_2;1
Student  3 . 219  _  _ ___ _
st-ddent  4 135 195
.-' 163 190
studerit  6 i          13_8           __ __-.  _170_ I.
Student  7 111 - `    _  1.60_  _
Student  8 152 2
Student  9 _148 -  - 191   __
Student  10 147 159
Student  11 144 ---- 17L_
Student  12 154 164
Student  13 162 252     __
Student  14 _       __16.2           _____ __   .19.9__`_.___
Student  15 185_
Student  16 i       _16o        ____ 253rd
Student  17 EJ        161 177
Student  18 160 258
Student  19 176 _261
S±iident  20 151 221
Student  21 150 •
Student -2-2- 170 _199  _
S.I_.udent  23 155 180.__     ___
I   i   -   ''   .   3-   -
|53r;43 203'.26_   _  Sr_nr?_a
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adjustment,  and  physical  fitness  and  each  of  the  twelve
subtests  of  the  CaLlifornia  Test  of  Personality.    The  area's...I I.
tested  by  these  twelve  subtests  are  given  in  Table  XIII.    The
Pearson  Product  Moment Coefficient  of Correlation  charts  were
used  to  compute  a,11  coeff icients  of  corpelation.
A multiple  coeff icient  of  correlation  was  then  com-
puted  betmeen  intelligence  and  personality,  with  physical
fitness  held constant.
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TABLE  XIII
CoEFFICIENTS   oF  coRRELATlaNS   OBTAINED  BETWEEN  DIFFERENT  VARIABLES
CCINSIDERED   IN  HIS   STUDY
Personality  and  Intelligence •50
Phvsical  Fitness  and  Intelligence_  __ •233
ni._...J!_A.    E£+_^~-ariA    Col.G^rtali+`7 •063. --, __ _ __   -.-----_ _ _
•537` Personal  Ad iustment  and  Intelligence
Social  Ad iustment I and_ Intelligence  _. •362
_Phvsical  Fitness  and  Self   Reliance .213
Phvsical  Fitness  and  Sense  of  Personal  Worth •198
•074Phv.air.al   Fi+ness   and  SenLqe  nf   Personal   Freedom
Phvsical  Fitness  and  Feeling  of  Belonging -.263
PhvLqic£1   FitneLqLq   and  Withdrawing  Tendencies •033
I                 ,                     .  -              .  I.      I-         .                    f`.     ."
-.12
Phvsical  Fitness  and  Personal  Ad_iustment •1105
.   .               `                       .-              `..          .          .                   `   I,.      ,
-.0335
Phv.eical  Fitness  and  Social   Skill.a -. 278
Phvsical  Fitness  and  Anti  Social  Tendencies -.195
Phvsical   Fitness  and  Familv   RelatifinLq -.35
Phvsical  Fitness  and  School  Relations -. 022
Phvsiaal  Fitness  and  Communitv  Relations - . 1 24
1'Phv__SicalFitnessandSocialAdills+rnpn+ -.29
CHARTER  IV
RESULTS
The  results  of  this  study  have  been  categorized  for
purposes  of  clarification  and  unity.
Personality  azid  Intelligence
A coefficient  of  correlation  of  .50  was  obtained
between  personality  and  intelligence.    Although  some  studies
have  resulted  in  insignif icant  or  negative  correlations
between  these  two  variables,   those  made  by  Pearson  and  Jinacher,
Light foot,  MCElwee,  Laycock,  MCGehee  and  Louis,   and  Feather-
stone  show  positive  correlation,  and  their  conclusions,  as
given  in Chapter Chae,  are  that  the note  intelligent  indivi-
dual will  possess more  desirable  personality  traits  than will
the  intellectually  imf erior person.    This  coefficient  of
correlation,  being  positive  and  in  agreement  with  results
of  previous  studies,  indicates  that  the  more  intelligent
individuaLl  will  probably  possess  a  more  desirable  personality
than will  an  intellectual  inferior.
Physical  Fitness  and  Intelligence
A coefficient  of  correla.tion  of  .233  was  found  between
physicaLl  fitness  and  intelligence.    Negative  or  insignificant
correlations  have  been  found  to  exist  between  these  two
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variables.    Studies  by Hackensmith  and  Miller,  Seegers  and
Postpichal,  and  Jones  conclude  that  the  athlete  is  more
intelligent  as  a  rule  than  is  the  student who has  little
skill  in  sports.    Because  of  the  differences  in  results  of
previous  studies  concerning  these  two  variables,  the  coeffi-
cient  of .correlation of  .233  is  indicative  that  the  indivi-
dual  who  is  skilled  in  sports  might  possibly  be more  intelli-
gent  than  the  unskilled  person.    It  is  however,  not  signifi-
cant,
Physical  Fitness  and  Personality
A coeff icient  of  correlation  of.  .063  was  obtained
between physical  fitness  and  personality.    Sperling  and  Bid-
dulpb  concluded  f ron  their  studies  that  the  person who  is
skilled  in  sports  bas  more  desirable  personality  traits  than
does  the  person who  is  un-skilled  in  sports.    Other  studies,
however,  show no  relationship  between  these  two  variables.
It  is  the  opinion  of  many  ptrysical  edticators  that  physical
fitness  coming  f ron  physical  participation  in directed  activi-
ties  re\sults  in  a more  well-rounded  wholesome  personality.
Some  studies  show  a  high,  positive  correlation.    Because  of
this  disagreement  in  research  and  belief  there  is  indication
a.,\P  a.Anaccurate  testing  of  either  physical  fitness  or  person-
a,1ity.    The  coefficient  of  correlation  of  .063  is  significant
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only  in  that  it  is  positive,  showing  a very  slight  tendency
in  the  direction  of  f avorable  influence  of  physical  fitness
on personality.
Personal  Adjustment  and  Intelligence
A coefficient  of  correlation  of  .537  was  found  between
personal  adjustment  and  intelligence.    This  was  to  be  expected
since  a  coefficient  of  correlation  of  .50  was  obtained  between
the  total  personality  test  and  intelligence,  and  since  other
s-,tudies  have  resulted  in  a  relatively  high  positive  corre-
lation  coefficient  between  personal  adjustment  and  intelligence.
Social  Adjustment  and  Intelligence
me  coefficient  of  correlation  of  .362  between  social
adjustment'  and  intelligence,  when  ccmpared  with  the  coeffi-
cient  of  correlation  obtained  between  personal  adjustment  and
intelligence,  indicates  that  the more  intelligent  person will
probably  be  better socially  adjusted  than  the  less  intelligent
person.  but  that  intelligence  plays  a  bigger  role  in  personal
adjustment.
Physical  Fitness  and  Self  reliance
A coefficient  of  correlation  of  .213  was  obtained
between ptrysical  fitness  and  self  reliance.    Studies,  while
positively  supporting  evidence  that  the  athlete  is  better
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adjusted  than  the  non-athlete,  do  not  specify  self  reliance
as  a  result  of  superior physical  f itness  or participation  in
athletic  events.    The  coefficient  of  correlation  obtained  in
this  study  is  significant  in  that  it  is  positive,  aLnd  in  that
it  is  not  contradictory  to  other studies.
Physical  Fitness  and  Sense  of  Personal  Worth
me  coefficient  of  correlation  of  .198  obtained  between
physical  fitness  and  a  sense  of  personal  worth  conflicts  with
the  results  of  the  studies  made  by  Sperling  and  Biddulph.
1thile  they did  not  specifically  measure  the  individuals  feeling
of  personal  worth,   the  areas  in which  they  did measure  and
found  high  positive  results  would,  to  some  degree,  measure
this  variable.    This  correlation  is  signif icant  only  in  that
it  is positive.
Physical  Fitness  and  Sense  of  PersonaLI  Freedon
The  coefficient  of  correlation  of  .074  obtained  between
physical  f itness  and  sense  of  personaLl  f reedom  would  seem
probable,  since  no  study  substantiates  the  t)elief  that
physical  fitness  will  increaLse  a  person's  sense  of  personal
freedom.
Physical  Fitness  and  Feelings  of  Belonging
The  coefficient  of  correlation  of  .263  obtained  betweea
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physical  fitness  and  feelings  of  belonging  is  contradictory
to  previous  studies which  find  that  the  athlete  or partici-
pand  in  physical  activity  is  better  adjusted  than  the  non-
participant,  since  a.  feeling  of  belonging  is  necessary  to
good  personality  adjustment.
Thysical  Fitness  and  Withdrawing  Tendencies
A coeff icient  of  correlation  of  .033  was  obtained
between  physical  f itness  and  withdrawing  tendencies.    This
result  bears  out  the  findings  of  Sperling,  who  found  that
the  athlete  is  motivated  less  than  the  nan-athlete  by  a
social  love  of  people.     It  also  is  in  agreement  with  the
results  of  the  study  made  by  Thune,  who  found  that  members
of  a weight-lifting  group  felt  more  strongly  than  did  the
controls  that  they  were  shy  and  lacked  self  confidence.
Physical  Fitness  and  Total  Personal  Adjustment
A  coefficient  of  correlation  of  .1105  was  obtained
between  physical  fitness  and  total  personal  adjustment.    This
is  an  insignificant  coeff icient  of  correlation,  and  is  contra-
dictory  to  those  reported  studies  which  show  a  high  degree
of  relationship  between  these  two  variables.    It  is,  however,
in keeping  with  those  studies  that  show  little  or no  relation-
ship  between  these  two  variables.
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Physical  Fitness  and  Social  Adjustment
The  coef f icients  of  correlation  between  physical  f it-
ness  and  social  adjustment  were  a.11  negative  as  follows:
physical  fitness  and  social  skills,  -.278,  physical  fitness
and  social  standards,  -.0335,  physical  fitness  and  anti-social
tendencies,  -.195,  physical  fitness  and  fanily  relations,  -.35,
physical  fitness  and  school  relations,  -.022,  physical  fitness
and  community  relations,  -.124,  and  physical  fitness  and  total
social  adjustment,  -.29.
No  previous  studies  show  any  corgelation  between  these
variables;    the  degree  of  effect  of  physical  f itness  on  these
variables  is  not  known  and  aLdjustment  in  these  areas  is  not
taught  in  classes  concerned  with  development  of  physical
fitness.    The  negative  coefficients  of  correlation  between
physical  fitness  and  anti-social  tendencies  is  upheld  by  these
studies  of  Sperling  and  Thune.  who  found  that  the  athlete  is
not  motivated  by  a  social  love  of  people,  and  that  a  studied
group  of  weightlif ters  felt  shy  and  lacked  self  conf idence.
The  negative  coeff icient  of  correlation  obtained
between  physical  f itness  and  school  relations  is  understand-
able  if  we  consider  that  good  school  relationship  is  dei=`endent
upon many  more  individual  qualities  than  the  ability  to  perform
well  in  athletics  or  to  remain  physically  fit.    The  negative
relationship  of  physical  fitness  to  total  social  adjustment
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is  understandable  in  regard  to  this  study  when we  consider
the  coeff icients  of  correlation  obtained  between  physical
fitness  and  the  components  of  social  a.djustment.    All  coeffi-
cients  of  correlation  are  given  in  Table  XIII.
Comparison  of  Personal  and  Social  Adjustment
and  Physical  Fitness  Scores
A  study  of  the  relationship  of  personal  and  social
adjustment  scores  to  physical  fitness  scores  of  students
scoring  above  the  eightieth  percentile  and  those  scoring
below  the  twentieth  percentile  on  one  or more  components  of
the  California  Test  of  Personality  shows  that  those  students
who  score  above  the  eightieth  percentile  in  one  area  only,  in
two  and  three  areas,  in  more  than  three  area,s,  and  in  any
number  of  areas  in  the  section  of  personal  adjustment  consis-
tently  scored  higher in  total  personal  adjustment  and  in
physical  f itness  than did  those  scoring  below  the  twentieth
percentile  in  one  area  only,  in  from  three  to  five  areas,  and
in  any  number  of  areas  on  the  personal  adjustment  section.
The  difference  in  the  scores  is  significant,  as  given  in
Table  IX.
A study  of  the  relationship  of  social  adjustment  scores
and  physical  fitness  scores  of  students  scoring  above  the
eightieth  percentile  and  those  scoring  below  the  twentieth
percentile  in  one  component  of  social  adjustment  shows  that
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those  scoring  above  the  eightieth  percentile  in  one  area  only
made  significantly  higher  scores  in  total  social  adjustment
and  in  physical  f itness  than  did  those  scoring  below  the
twentieth  percentile.    This  difference  is  given  in  Table  11.
Comparison  of  Total  Adjustment  Scores
and  Physical  Fitness  Scores
A study  of  the  relationship  of  total  adjustment  scores
and  physical  fitness  scores  of  students  scoring  above  the
eightieth  percentile  and  those  scoring  below  the  twentieth
percentile  in  any  area  or  in  any  number  of  areas  on  the
entire  test  snows  that  tbose  scoring  above  the  eightieth
pea:centile  scored  much  higher  in  total  adjustment  and  in
physical  f itness  than  did  those  scoring  below  the  twentieth
percentile  in  any  area,  as  shown  in  Table  XIV.
Multiple Correlation
The  coefficient  of  correlation  obtained  f ron  a multiple
correlation  of  the  three  factors  of  physical  fitness,  intelli-
gence,  aLnd  personality,  with  physical  fitness  being  held
constant  was  .241.    The  standard  error was  .008`.
CRAFTER V
St"MART  AND  CORELUSICINS
It  was  the  purpose  of  this  study  to  (1)  detemine  the
relationship  of  physical  fitne'ss  and  intelligence;     (2)  to
deSemiine  the  relationship  of  `physical  fitness  and  personality;
and  (3)  to  detemine  the  relationship  of  intelligence  and
personality,  with  physical  fitness  held  constant,  of  seventh
grade  girls.
Twenty-eight  girls  of  the  seventh  grade  of  the  Boone
Elementary  School  were  selected  as  subjects  for  the  study.
They  were  given  the  Kuhlmann-Finch  Intelligence  Test,  The
Califomia  Test  of  Personality,  and  the  Women's  deserve
United  StaLtes  Naval  reserve  Physical  Fitness  Test.
The  findings  of  this  study were  as  follcws:
Positive  coeff icients  of  correlation were  obtained
between  the  following  variables.
a.  Personality  and  intelligence ......       rg.50
b.  Physical  fitness  and  intelligence  .   .   .       r=.233
c.  Physical  fitness  and  personality    .   .   .       a=.063
d.  Personal  adjustment  and  Intelligence.   .       r=.537
6.  Social  adjustment  and  intelligence.   .   .       r=.362
f .  Physical  fitness  aLnd  self  reliance    .   .       r=.213
9.  mysical  f itness  and  sense  of  personal
worth...............8=.198
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h.  Phy;i:::ofitness  and  Sense  of  personal
..........   :   .   .      r=,074
i.  Ptrysical  fitness  and  withdrawing
tendenc ies     .............     r= . 033
j.  Physical  fitness  and  personal
adjustment.............r=.1105
2.    Negative  coefficients  of  correlation were  obtained
between  the  following  variables.
a.  Physical  f itness  and  feeling  of
belonging       ..............       #-. 263
b.  Physical  fitness  and  nervous  symptoms  .     r=-.12
c.  Physical  fitness  and  social  standards  .    rg-.0335
d.  Physical  fitness  and  social  skills    .   .    r=-.2Z8
e.  Physical  fitness  and  anti-social
tendencies............r=-.195
f .  Physical  fitness  and  family  relations  .    r=-.35
9.  Physical  fitness  and  school  relations  .    r=-.022
h.   Physical  fitness  and  community  rela-
tions  .................     r=-.124
i.  Physical  fitness  and  social  adjustment.    r=-.29
Students  who  scored  above  the  eightieth  percentile
in  one  area  only,  in  two  or  three  areaLs,   in  more  than  three
areas,  and  in  any  number  of  areas  in  the  section  of  personal
adjustment  on  the  Califomia  Test  of  Personality  consistently
scored  higher  in  total  personal  adjustment  and  in  physical
f itness  than  did  those  scoring  below  the  twentieth  percentile
in  one  area  only,  in  f ron  three  to  five  areas,  and  in  any
number  of  areas  on  tbe  personal  adjustment  section.
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Students  scoring  above  the  eightieth  percentile  in
only  one  area  of  the  California  Test  of  Personality  made
significantly  higher  scores  in  total  social  adjustment  and
in  physical  fitness  than  did  those  scoring  below  the  twentieth
percentile  in  one  area  only.
Students  scoring  at)ove  the  eightieth  percentile  in
any  area  or  in  any  number  of  areas  on  the  entire  Calif omia
Test  of  Personality  scored  much  higher  in  totaLl  adjustment
and  in  physical  f itness  than  did  those  scoring  below  the
twentieth  percentile.
A coefficient  of  correlation  of  .241  with  a  standard
error  of  .008  was  obtained  between  personality  and  intelli-
gence,  with  physical  fitness  held  constant.
CONCLUSIONS
These  conclusions  are  based  on  the  results  of  this
study  in  regard  to  the  twenty-eight  seventh  grade  girls
tested.
1.    A high  degree  of  personal  adjustment  will  probably
accompany  a  high  intelligence.
2.    The  more  intelligent  individual  will  probably  possess
more  desirable  personality  traits  than  will  an  intellec-
tual  inferior.
4.
5.
A girl  who  possesses  a  high  degree  of  intelligence  will
be  better  socially  adjusted  than will  an  intellectual
inferior.
A  girl  who  possesses  a high  degree  of  intelligence  will
probably  be  more  physically  fit  than  a  girl  of  lower
intelligence.
The  well  adjusted  individual  will  possess  a  greater
degree  of  physical  fitness  than will  a  less  well-adjusted
Person.
There  is  low  but  positive  correlation  between  personality
between  personality  and  intelligence,  with  physical
fitness  being  held  constant.
The  negative  correlations  between  physical  f itness  and  the
components  of  social  adjustment,  although  statistically  of
little  significance,  never  the  less  by  their  consistent
direction  present  a  challenging  f ield  for further  research.
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